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Abstract
The paper describes the system submitted to
TAC 2011 for the English entity linking task
of the Knowledge Base Population track. Instead of focusing only on the provided target
strings, this system extracts and disambiguates
globally all entities from each target document
and then maps the target string to one of the
entities extracted from the document. The
main features employed by the system are topics associated with the entities in the
knowledge base, which are derived from Wikipedia categories, list pages, and lexicosyntactic link patterns. The submitted run
achieved high scores on the official test data
(accuracy of 86.8% and B-cubed+ F-measure
of 0.841).
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Introduction

The TAC entity linking task, which was first introduced in 2009 (McNamee and Dang, 2009) consists of mapping name strings from given text
documents to entities from a given knowledge
base. It promotes large-scale entity extraction and
disambiguation, both in terms of size of the reference entity collection (over 800,000 entities, which
were extracted from the Wikipedia dump from October 2008) and size of the target document collection (over 1.3 million Web documents, including
blogs and news stories). Not all target strings refer
to entities in the given collection, and participating
systems must be able to return NIL for such data

points. Therefore, overall linking accuracy (A), as
well as known-entity linking accuracy (AWiki) and
unknown-entity accuracy (ANIL) are used to measure system performance. Additionally, the 2011
evaluation requires a clustering component of the
entities resolved to NIL, in which all instances of
each unknown entity (i.e., not belonging to the
knowledge base derived from the 2008 Wikipedia
reference) must be associated with a uniquely
numbered NIL id.
Figure 1 shows two query examples from the
TAC 2010 data set, in which the target name string
“Reserve Bank” must be disambiguated to two
distinct Wikipedia entities based on the context of
the documents in which it appears. The TAC reference entity set extracted from the October 2008
dump of Wikipedia has 8 entities that contain the
string “reserve bank”, which are likely to cover
most popular uses of this name string in news and
blog data published prior to the date of the employed Wikipedia collection.
The number of entities that contain a target
name from the TAC 2010 data set varies between 0
(e.g., “Manhattan Institute” and “Michael Petrelis”) and 3680 (“Ohio”), with
an average number of 78.1 and standard deviation
of 285.3. While the TAC data do not contain
enough labeled instances of each name string to
allow us estimate the usage distributions of the
corresponding disambiguations in this collection of
documents, we expect them to be skewed. The
highest number of non-NIL disambiguations for a
name string in this data set is 3.

Figure 1. Example queries from the TAC 2010 set and corresponding entity entries in the knowledge
base as extracted from the October 2008 dump of Wikipedia.
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System description

The submitted system is an extended version of
that described by Cucerzan (2007), which employs
both entity information (such as entity type, contexts, and topics) and statistics on surface forms
(i.e., strings that can be used to refer to entities).
Rather than focusing only on the disambiguation of
the name string from each input query (like most
systems participating in the TAC evaluations from
previous years), the proposed system performs a
full analysis of each target document, through
which it attempts to extract and disambiguate all
entities from the document. The output of this
analysis process is a list of entities (identified by
their canonical Wikipedia name) together with lists
of the surface forms extracted from the document
and mapped to each of those entities. The system
then matches the target name string against the
output surface forms as an exact, substring, or superstring match. Further, the entities corresponding
to the matched surface forms are ranked based on
the type of match and frequency of the surface
form. In case no match is found, the document is
reprocessed by enforcing this time that the target
name string be a candidate surface form, which is
achieved by separating the name string from its
surrounding context in the target document with a
pair of commas and by explicitly adding the name
string to the candidate surface form list. This strategy allows the system use its own boundary detection method first to decide the best segmentation of
the text into surface forms, including the identification of entities mentioned by substrings and superstrings of the target name string. For the TAC 2010

training set, the target name string does not match
exactly any surface form extracted from the text by
the system for 7% of the data. For example, the
target name string “USC” of one TAC 2010 query
gets mapped to the surface form “USC baseball”,
which is disambiguated as “USC Trojans baseball”. In another instance, the target name string
“Koran Tempo newspaper” gets mapped to
the surface string “Koran Tempo” disambiguated
as the Wikipedia entity “Koran Tempo”.
The reference collection of entities employed by
this system was generated by processing the Wikipedia dump from June 20, 2011 (the latest available at the time the system was trained), which
contains approximately 3.7 million entity pages.
The mapping of these entities to the official TAC
entity id collection was done automatically by using exact matching of Wikipedia page titles (which
are employed as the canonical forms of the entities) as well as the redirects extracted from the
2011 collection. The latter heuristic is based on the
assumption that in the editorial process of renaming pages, Wikipedia contributors employ the previous name of a page to define a redirect page to
the newly renamed page. While this automatic process is prone to mapping errors from which the
system cannot recover, employing the more recent
2011 Wikipedia collection presents the important
advantage of clustering implicitly those mentions
of entities not included in the reference Wikipedia
2008 dump but included in the almost five times
larger 2011 version.
As described by Cucerzan (2007), the system
employs two components derived from the Wikipedia collection: a set of Wikipedia entities,

Figure 2. Document analysis: the system attempts to find an assignment of entities to the surface forms extracted
from a target document D that maximizes the similarity between the document representations in the context and
topic spaces and the known contexts and topics for each candidate entity from that assignment.
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together with contexts and topics that they belong gories to these entities, such as the pair “African
to, and a set of surface form to entity mappings. American actors” and “African American film acHowever, there are several important differences in tors” or the pair “Hispanic and Latino American
how these components are populated and used. rappers” and “African American Rappers”.
First, the topics are extracted not only from WikThe extensive use of topics associated with enipedia categories (approximately 456k topics) and tities made possible a more conservative approach
list pages (80k topics) but also based on lexico- for extracting contexts, basically eliminating the
syntactic pattern matches (more than 852k topics), need of using the bidirectional Wikipedia linkage
which are named by using the title of the Wikipe- employed by the previously published system.
dia page in which they were identified in concateThe disambiguation process is similar to a large
nation with a numeric counter. The topics of this extent to that presented by Cucerzan (2007). Figure
new type are by far the most numerous in the pro- 2 sketches this disambiguation paradigm, in which
posed system. Figure 3 shows a histogram for the the system attempts to find an assignment of entinumber of entities that have assigned to them vari- ties to the set of surface forms extracted from the
ous numbers of topics. The average number of top- target document D that maximizes the similarity
ics associated with an entity is 4.5 and the average between the contexts and topics of each entity in
number of entities that belong to a topic is 12.0.
the assignment and a particular representation of
Additionally, the new system makes use not on- document in the context and topic spaces. These
ly of vectors of topic ids but also of the vocabulary document representations employ both the text of
of the topic names. The latter is useful for computing both an additional measure of contextual simi- number of entities
1,000,000
larity with the target document and an additional
900,000
measure of lexical similarity between topics, which
800,000
overcomes the problems of topic sparsity and topic
700,000
redundancy (which also leads to topic id mis600,000
matching). These problems can be noticed in Fig500,000
ure 5, which shows the Wikipedia categories for
400,000
the correct disambiguations of the target name
300,000
string (surface form) “AZ” and three other surface
200,000
forms from a target document in the TAC 2010
100,000
data set (eng-WL-11-174574-12934438,
0
shown in Figure 4). Note that there is only one
category shared by all four entities (“Living peo- Figure 3. Number of Wikipedia entities in the system
ple”) despite the assignment of very similar cate- that are assigned a certain number of topics (0 to 20+).

The entity assignment is finally calculated as the
argmax of a linear combination of these similarities and several additional features:

arg max
ei  ( s i )



j 1..| F |

j

 f j (ei , D) , i 1..n

where si denotes one of the surface forms from
document D to be disambiguated, ε(si) denotes the
set of all known disambiguations for that surface
form, and F comprises the following ten features:


Figure 4. Example target document for the name string
“AZ” from the TAC 2010 data set.




the document and the contexts and topics of all
possible entity disambiguations of the set of surface forms extracted from the document. In total,
four document representations are used, of which
one is in the entity-context space (the projection of
the document text onto the space of all known contexts for all possible entity disambiguations for the
surface form set) and three in the topic space (one
that uses the topic ids and two that use the topic
vocabulary of all possible disambiguations).
Contextual similarities between each candidate
disambiguation and the target document are then
computed as scalar products between the known
context and topic vocabulary vectors for the candidate and the two corresponding document projections. Similarly, topic similarities are computed
between individual topic and topic vocabulary vectors of the candidate disambiguations and the two
corresponding document representation in the topic
and respectively, topic vocabulary spaces.









Wikipedia-based prior (computed based on
the number of times surface forms are used as
anchor texts for Wikipedia interlinks);
Context similarity of the target document with
the candidate entity’s contextual vector;
Lexical similarity between the target document and the candidate’s topic vocabulary;
Topic-identifier similarity between the aggregated topic id model for the document and the
candidate entity’s topic id vector;
Topic vocabulary similarity between the document representation in the topic vocabulary
space and each topic vocabulary vector;
Number of different surface forms in the target document that lead to the same candidate
entity;
A binary flag encoding whether a required
context is found in the document (such as the
context “India” for the surface form “Ministry
of Education” and the candidate disambiguation “Ministry of Education (India)”;
String similarity between the surface form
and the candidate entity’s canonical form;
Acronym matching flag, which indicates
whether the surface form is an acronym of the

Figure 5. The categories associated with the entities “AZ (rapper)”, “Maia Campbell”, “LisaRaye McCoy-Misick”,
and “Ray J” in the June 2011 Wikipedia dump. While the vocabularies of the category sets associated with each entity
overlaps with each other to a high degree, there is only one category shared by all four entities (“Living people”), and
no other categories are shared by the categories associated with the entity “AZ (rapper)” and the other three entities.

candidate disambiguation and whether the latter is present in the text of the document;
 Binary flag for unlikely types of entities (such
as works of art and artifacts).
The final weights of the linear combination (βj, j =
1..|F|) were trained on the TAC 2010 data, by using
as objective function the system’s accuracy.
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Subtasks

This section describes several system components
particularly useful for the TAC evaluation.

3.1

TAC Name Strings versus Surface Forms

Target name strings employed in TAC evaluations
do not necessarily match the exact surface forms
extracted from text by an entity recognition system
(in particular, the employed system). For example,
the string “Dick” is used as a target name in the
TAC 2010 for references to “Andy Dick”, “Dick
Cheney”, “Kirby Dick”, and “Dick Ebersol”. In
some instances (e.g., the target document engWL-11-174595-12967356), a full known surface form for one of these entities is present in the
target document, but in some other cases (e.g.,
eng-WL-11-174643-13000483), such a surface form is not present. The former case can be
seen as requiring an additional coreference task.
The later suggests that the number of candidate
disambiguations to be considered for a target name
string is much larger than the number of entities
for which that name string was extracted as an exact surface form from the Wikipedia collection. To
account for such cases, all Wikipedia surface forms
that contain a target name as a substring must become disambiguation candidates for that name.
For the example “Reserve Bank” in Figure 1,
while there are only 9 entities for which “reserve
bank” is a known surface form in the June 2011
Wikipedia dump, there are no less than 105 surface
forms that contain it as a substring in this data collection. Overall, these surface forms are associated
with 68 distinct entities, and thus, the apparent 10way classification problem (9 entities and NIL)
becomes instead a 69-way classification (68 entities and NIL).
Instead of focusing on all possible disambiguations for a target string, the proposed system
addresses these issues by performing fulldocument entity extraction and disambiguation,

Figure 6. Example of acronym (“IAF”) used as a target
name in the TAC 2010 data set.

Figure 7. Two more examples of usage of the acronym
“IAF” as a target name in the TAC 2010 data set.

which includes coreference and partial name resolution, followed by a stage in which the target
string is mapped to one of the extracted entities.
The coreference and partial name resolution employ relatively simple positional and string matching heuristics to map shorter surface forms to
longer surface forms labeled with the same entity
type, as well as a set of about 4,000 name map-

pings (such as Bill  William, Alex  Alessandro, and Ahmed  Ahmad) automatically derived from the Wikipedia collection. For partial
personal names that cannot be resolved to a known
superstring surface form in text, the system uses
the complementary parts of the entities of the type
person identified in the document to create disambiguation candidates.

3.2

Acronyms

More than 10% of the target names in the TAC
2010 data are acronyms. Figures 6 and 7 show
three examples of target texts for the target name
“IAF”. In one case, the correct disambiguation is
an entity in the 2008-based knowledge base, in a
second case, the correct disambiguation does not
appear in the 2008 collection but is included in the
2011 Wikipedia collection, and in the third case,
the correct disambiguation does not appear in any
of the Wikipedia versions employed.
For the first two examples, the correct expansion does not appear in the text of the target document and the system must rely only on the surface
form to entity mappings extracted from Wikipedia
for “IAF” (as shown in Table 1) and the general
disambiguation paradigm described in Section 2.
Employing the much larger 2011 collection is beneficial for the second example because the correct
entity becomes a candidate disambiguation despite
the fact that its expansion does not appear as a surface form in the target document.
The system also employs an acronym detector
and matcher similar to that described by Jain et al.
(2007), which is able to identify expansions of a
target acronym in the text irrespective of their
presence as surface forms in the Wikipedia-based
knowledge base (such as the third example shown
for “IAF”, with the disambiguation “Islamic Academy of Florida”). Whenever at least one possible
expansion in the text is present in the Jain et al.
acronym-expansion list (the entries for “IAF” in
this list are shown in Table 2), the system restricts
the candidate space to only acronym expansions
from the list that occur in the target document.

3.3

Capitalization

The proposed system uses a system similar to that
described by Cucerzan (2010) to trucase the beginning of the sentences and the text lines that appear
to be titles (i.e., all words but function words start

with uppercase letters). For this particular evaluation, the employed capitalization n-gram statistics
were derived from Wikipedia and the Gigabyte
corpus.

4

Clustering of Unknown Entities

To address the labeling of NIL entities, the system
used to generate the official run submitted for
evaluation to TAC 2011 relied only on the much
larger size of the 2011 Wikipedia dump and exact
string matching for entities that could not be disambiguated to a Wikipedia entity. No additional
explicit clustering algorithm was employed for this
official run.
IAF
IAF (disambiguation)
Israeli Air Force
Indian Air Force
Indonesian Air Force
International Accreditation Forum
International Astronautical Federation
Islamic Action Front
Table 1. Disambiguations for the surface form “IAF”, as
extracted from the June 2011 Wikipedia dump.
IAF
israeli air force
international association of facilitators
institute for alternative futures
industrial areas foundation
international accreditation forum
inter american foundation
israel air force
integrated architecture framework
intelligent audio file
iraqi accordance front
inspired art fair
international astronautical federation
international advertising festival
indian air force
islamic action front
infrastructure assessment framework
industrial air filtration
international apparel federation
islamic academy of florida
integration adapter framework
international of anarchist federations
inject a floor
international academy of flint
Table 2. Ranked list of normalized expansions extracted
for “IAF” from Web search logs and Web data.
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Development and Evaluation

The system submitted for evaluation to TAC 2011
was developed within one and a half person
months starting from a production system based on
the work of Cucerzan (2007). The processing is
done in real-time, with an average speed of over 10
news/blog documents per second. When retrained
on the June 2011 Wikipedia dump, the out-of-thebox accuracy of the existing system on the TAC
2010 training data was 86.3%. Once redirection
information was employed to map entities from the
2011 dump to those from the TAC reference collection, the performance increased to 88.2%. The
additional increase to the final numbers shown in
Table 3 were due to employing a reprocessing step
for cases in which the target name string could not
be aligned to one of the extracted surface forms,
better ranking of these aligned forms when multiple alignments were possible, mapping of Wikipedia disambiguation pages to NIL, as well as the
addition of two new features for acronym matching
and for types of entities unlikely to be appear in the
target data. The final results obtained (A=90%),
compare favorably to those reported by the best
two participants in the TAC 2010 evaluation, A =
86.8% (Lehmann et al., 2010), and respectively,
A= 84.4% (Radfordyz et al., 2010).
While in the TAC 2010 evaluation, the NIL
class encompassed all entities that are not present
in the reference collection, for the TAC 2011 evaluation, systems were required to cluster the NIL
values, so that each unknown entity gets assigned
one unique identifier. This requires new evaluation
metrics, which measure the overlap between the
gold standard clusters and those hypothesized by
participating systems. The metrics employed, derived from those proposed by Bagga and Baldwin
(1998), are B-cubed+ precision and B-cubed+ recall with equal element weighting:
PB3 = Avgx(Avgx’|T(x)=T(x’)(δ (T(x),S(x),S(x’))),
RB3 = Avgx(Avgx’|S(x)=S(x’) (δ (S(x),T(x),T(x’))),
and the corresponding F-measure:

 1
1
FB3  2 / 

P 3 R 3
B
 B


,



where T(x) denotes the true label of an instance x
and S(x) denotes the label predicted by the evaluated system for x.

TAC 2010
Training
Test

A
89.9%
90.0%

AWiki
90.6%
87.3%

ANIL
88.3%
92.2%

Table 3. Scores obtained by the proposed system on the
TAC 2010 data.

TAC 2011
Official Scores

A
PB3
RB3
86.8% 0.848 0.834

FB3
0.841

Table 4. Official scores of the submitted system. Bold
indicates the score is the best obtained in TAC 2011.

The scores obtained on the run submitted for the
system described in this paper, are shown in Table
4. The system achieved the best accuracy and the
second best B-cubed+ F-measure (the maximum
achieved was 0.846, the median was 0.716).
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Conclusion

The paper described an entity linking system that
performs full entity analysis of a target document
by modeling it in the space of Wikipedia-derived
topics and contexts of all candidate entity disambiguations for all surface forms extracted from that
document. The empirical results obtained on the
test set suggest that this system is achieving current
state-of-the-art entity linking performance.
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